
 
 
 
 
 

 
(1) Both our aluminium product and its packaging emphasizes the 
“Clean & Simple” look which suitably matches the industry style 
established by Apple iPad® *. Your stand is also suitable for any 7” to 
10” tablet (or similar mobile device such as an eReader). 

(2) When you open the top cover of the box, you’ll first see the 
aluminium body of the Aluminium Stand, its anodized surface 
showing the same grade of extreme good quality as iPad®.  

 
(3) When you take out your Aluminium Stand, it is still folded at rest 
in a portable Store-&-Carry position (for take-along convenience). 
Note in our photo that the Aluminium Stand consists of two conjoined 
aluminium pieces (a main stand and a “foot.”) 

(4) The Aluminium Stand adopts a screw-free fastening method 
that relies on a plastic “rail tracks” mechanism. Hold the base of 
the stand in both hands as shown, and use one hand to push the 
foot (either left or right on the rail tracks) on the main stand. The 
foot should then easily be freed from the main slot position. 

 
(5) After removing the foot, note there is a second, smaller slot in the 
base of the foot. Now turn the main stand over backwards (logo 
facing away from you). Using the second slot found in the base of the 
foot, slot the foot into the main stand’s “rail track.” As in the photo, 
one hand holds the main stand while the other pushes the foot (right 
towards left) along the rail track slot until it’s in a middle position (as 
shown above). Your stand is now in the upright mode. 

(6) In this mode, you can place your iPad® or your tablet upright 
on the Aluminium Stand’s anti-vibration silicon cushion. The 
Aluminium Stand with its 68 degree angle allows you a very 
relaxed and comfortable upright device operation. 

 
(7) Another position option: now detach the foot and using the same 
slot (the smaller one in the base of the foot) re-attach it to the other 
main stand rail track mechanism located at the top of the back of the 
main stand.  

(8) This creates a Tilted-back mode for the iPad® or tablet to be 
easily placed on the anti-vibration cushion. Your Aluminium 
Stand is now at a 23 degree angle for your comfort in operating 
your favourite device. 

 
(9) By design, your Aluminium Stand recognizes your real-time 
Power Charging needs. Our “raised base” design allows you (in 
Upright or Tilted-back mode) to plug in your USB Power Charger 
cable. You have On-the-Stand power charging and aren’t required 
(as in some other stands) to take down your iPad® or device while 
charging. 

(10) Your Aluminium Stand provides two optional positions 
(Upright and Titled-back) as well as a Store-&-Carry position to 
match the portability of your iPad® or favourite device. Best of all, 
your Aluminium Stand combines its unique product design with 
aluminium quality and attractive design to match the most stylish 
tablets and devices. 

*iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.      Visit us at www.digitus.info 
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